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In 1999 the exhibition Fine Miners Porcelain took 
place at the Zwinger, Dresden, moving subsequently 
to the National German Mining Museum at 
Bochum'. There were more than 400 pieces of 
porcelain on view, some 250 of them including 50 
Meissen figures. Why so many mining subjects? To 
answer this we need to look back to the discovery of 
European hard-paste porcelain and the familiar story 
of Johann Friedrich Boettger.

When Boettger arrived in Saxony and began his 
experiments to discover gold, the Saxon Elector 
Augustus (King Augustus the Strong) ordered the 
senior mining tax collector, Pabst von Ohain, and 
the scientist Walther von Tschimhaus to help him. It 
was obvious to them that although Boettger would 
not be able to produce gold, he was skilled at 
working with different materials at high temperature. 
Both believed he would discover the secret of 
making the white hard-paste porcelain so desired by 
Augustus, although this was in fact to be found by 
Veit Schnorr, a mine owner in the Saxon mountains 
near Aue (a mining town some 50 miles south-west 
of Meissen) when he discovered kaolin, the white 
clay which became the basis of hard-paste porcelain 
production.

The Saxon Mountains and especially the region of 
• their capital Freiberg were the centre of silvermining 

from 1168 to the middle of the last century. The 
total silver production during this time came to more 
than 6,500 metric tons2. Also mined were tin to 
produce pewter, and (from about 1600) cobalt for 
making the colour blue (and exported to the Dutch 
Delft factor)'). After the Second World War, the 
Russians started mining for uranium. This ended 
with the reunification of Germany. Gold mining was 
never particularly significant because, as with silver, 
it is only found in very small quantities. However, 
mining was at one time a highly important part of 
the Saxon economy and about 27 per cent of the 
total mining profit went to the elector in tax.

When von Ohain reported to Augustus that he 
believed Boettger would be successful in discovering 
how to make hard-paste porcelain, he was ordered 
to send experienced miners and smelters from 
Freiberg to Meissen to assist. From this group the 
following were particularly significant3:

Balthasar Gorbig, who built the kilns;

Figure 1. “Bergmannigcn" (about 1720). Oldest known figure of 
a miner in while porcelain*

David Koehler, who prepared the paste and 
discovered how to make cobalt blue;
Samuel Stoeltzel, who worked as a former, then 
fled to Vienna, giving away the secret of hard- 
paste production and afterwards returned to 
Meissen with the great painter Heroldt;
Paul Wildenstein, son of a mine-overseer, who 
became an important former, sculptor and kiln 
supervisor.
The association between the Saxon mines and 

Meissen has been a long one. When Boettger died in 
1719, the inventory of his estate detailed some 50 
different figures4. For example, a Bcrgmannigen (a 
miner) is from a group of at least 3 figures, one of 
which is today in the Dresden collection5. This 
figure may have been the work of Wildenstein, 
based on wood or pewter figures originally made for 
churches and official table decorations.

In 1719, a splendid parade of some 1400 miners
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Figure 2. Miners from the series formed by C. Fritzschc (about 
1728/30), left: miner with a doublebass, right: mine-singer

groups of musicians; which may explain why a 
complete series of figures of miners was made as a 
table decoration. This first series consists of at least 
seven different figures'. There are five musicians 
among them:

miner with a horn;
miner with a lute;
miner with a bassoon;
miner with a doublebass (fig. 2) and;
miner with a triangle.
This last figure is similar to a sixth figure, of a 

mine-singer but without an instrument (fig. 2). The 
seventh figure is a miner with a goblet, reminiscent 
of the horn-player. The whole group may celebrate 
the opening of a new mine. Most from the series are 
white (as in Jig. 2) but decorated figures do exist10. 
Many experts ascribe this series to Georg Fritzsche, 
around 1728-30, some time before J.J. Kaendler

and smelters also took place in the Plauen Ground 
near Dresden. This was to celebrate the wedding of 
Augustus the Strong’s son (later King Augustus II) 
and Princess Maria Josepha of Austria, daughter of 
the Emperor Joseph I. Drawings of the parade show 
the miners in their uniforms - green hats, black 
jackets, white trousers, knee-pads - and the smelters 
with their green hats, white shirts or coats and 
leather aprons'.The parade also featured models of 
mines and smelting plants and demonstrations of all 
types of work.

It is possible that the Meissen decorators were 
influenced by this or similar events, featuring up to 
3500 participants. Shortly afterwards a white miner 
(fig. 1) was produced, about which William B. 
Honey wrote7 “A miner on a high base in the 
Gerhardt Collection1* is an apparently unique version 
in porcelain, much distorted in the kiln, of a red 
stoneware figure”. This has been missing since the 
sale of the collection in 1011. The same happened to 
a second figure in the collection, a miner-musician 
with a lute. Judging by its base it may have belonged 
to the series of Callot figures.

Part of the miners' parade was always devoted to

joined Meissen.
The existence of this first series may explain why 

Kaendler only started to produce a new series (of 
eight miners) in about 1748-50, basing seven of the 
eight on the copperplate prints of Christoph Weigel, 
published in 1721".

Figure 3 shows three of these figures: the mine- 
with a lute and the miner in a blacksinger, miner 

and white uniform. Kaendler’s figures of miners are
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Bcrgschreiber or secretary of the mines-inspectorate.
Regarding the figures of mine officers, it is worth 

noting that they are mostly dressed in white because 
the officers themselves preferred white silk uniforms. 
Sometimes the Obcrbergliauptmanii is incorrectly 
named “Augustus the Strong” because the figure was 
given a hat with the AR (Augustus Rex) monogram 
on it, meaning “I will be the king’s servant”. 
Another mistake is sometimes made with the 
Berghauptmann, where he has lost his pick-axe and 
holds only a remnant of the handle; this may be 
mistaken for a fife and the figure is erroneously 
called a “musician”.

In the original, some of the mining figures wear a 
white jacket and others a black one. There are also 
figures with black, green or pink hats (fig. 3) and 
with the many different colour combinations there 
can be as many as 25 or more different figures. All 
are authentic. Black jackets were worn at the 
parades, the white ones were for work and, when 
clean, at the weekend and for church. During the 
early 18th century the miners wore green felt-hats, 
but with time black hats were preferred, falling into 
line with the Spanish fashion observed in the neigh
bouring Bohemian mining district.

Miners who could not afford a new hat were 
permitted by the general-inspector of mines to put 
cheap coloured linen around their hats. The linen 
was mostly pink and was called “boy”. The miner

Figure 3. Miners from the series formed by J. Kaendlcr (about 
1748/50), left: "Miner with the lure” with white jacket and 

green hat; centre: "Miner” in black parade-uniform; 
right: "Miner" as poor miner in urork-clothcs and pink hat

well-known, although at times the descriptions are 
misleading. All the figures were created as partici
pants in a parade or as observers of it. None is shown 
actually mining, as is the case with figures in the Cris 
de Paris or The Craftsmen series. This may be because 
the miners were the only group to hold these 
parades and to take part in them in their uniforms. 
The complete series features the following figures: 

Hauer or miner;
Untcrsteiger or mine-overseer or Trogtrdger or miner 
with ore-tray;
Rutenganger or dowser; sometimes the restorer 
would make a new figure when replacing the lost 
rod with a lamp and small pick, calling the new 
figure Obersteigcr or foreman;
Oberbcrgliauptmann or general inspector of mines; 
Bergliauptmann or chief inspector of mines; 
Triangclspicler or miner with a triangle; this figure 
has been altered by a restorer to Dttdclsackpfeifer or 
miner with a bagpipe when the triangle was lost13. 
The Triangelspieler is the only figure of the series 
without a Weigel-pattern.
Bergsdnger or mine-singer or Bergmann mil der Lautc 
or miner with lute;
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Figure 4. "The Mine" - Round group of 3 miners (hewer, 
winclnnan and picker) by J. Kacndler and V. Acicr (about 1770)

Figure 5. A purple ground two-lnmdlcd chocolate cup painted with 
a mining landscape in the cartouche (about 1732)

wearing white (fig. 3) is a poor miner, because he 
wears an old green hat covered with pink linen and 
white work clothes with simple textile buttons 
instead of metal ones (the buttons were always 
painted gold where miners are dressed in black).

For a short time after the Seven Years War, the 
financial situation dictated that all ranks of miner 
wore black. It is also possible that the porcelain 
decorators only painted black jackets, although a 
complete series of the eight figures in both black and 
white may exist. Research into around 150 of these 
Kaendler figures shows that there are at least seven 
out of the eight in white jackets and seven in black. 
A white dowser and a black chief-inspector are both 
missing. Figures in pink linen hats are only known in 
the white series and on the three lower ranks of 
miners: the Hauer (miner), Untersteigcr (overseer) and 
the Dergsdngcr (miner with a lute). It is possible too 
that a miner holding a triangle and wearing a pink 
linen hat also exists.

Soon after completing this scries, Kaendler and his 
assistants embarked on the creation of a large table- 
centre of nine different figures, most of them 
working miners. According to the Meissen archives 
there must have been at least three of these centres'*, 
single figures from which have appeared on the 
market on several occasions'5. Some years ago, Mr 
Hugo Morley-Fletcher (Christie’s) confirmed that he 
had reunited one table-centre completely.

A small table-centre of three working miners (fig. 
4) is dated around 177016 when Victor Acier joined 
the manufactory. This group probably incorporates 
the ideas of Kaendler and Acier. It is the first group 
that can be viewed in the round with has no obvious 
front and back; this an innovation introduced by 
Acier.

At about the same time, Kaendler and his team 
created the series of charming cupids in varied 
guises. Three known pairs are decorated with 
miners’ tools and attire, such as small pickaxes, hats 
and leathers and, in one case, a small miner’s lamp. 
The girls hold an ore-tray and hammer to crush the 
pieces of ore. Sometimes the same cupids are found 
on other pieces, like candlesticks.

Now that we have looked at the different types of 
figures and groups made in the 18th century, we 
should perhaps look at the porcelain decoration 
inspired by mining themes.

During Boettger’s time and for a while afterwards, 
no decorators were employed at Meissen. The little 
decoration required was undertaken by a goldsmith 
and by Georg Mehlhom. This all changed when 
Johann Gregor Hoeroldt joined Meissen; he 
employed decorators and apprentices and installed 
the various painting studios. Hoeroldt himself. 
Johann Georg Heinze or Johann Friedrich Herold 
may have painted the first mining scenes themselves, 
including harbour scenes (Kauffalirtei) or landscapes.
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not represent gold-mining. Rarer still are scenes of 
the mines underground, although they might appear 
on larger items such as coffee-pots17.

These mining scenes were often the handiwork of 
Bonaventura Gottlieb Haeuer, son of a member of 
the miners’ welfare fund in Freiberg. He was taken 
on by Hoeroldt as one of the first apprentices and 
became chief of one of the painting studios in about 
1740. His job was to supervise the decorators, to 
prepare the colours, to outline the scenes to be 
painted and to guarantee the quality and the 
accuracy1*. Typically, he painted in brown, 
sometimes called “Haeuer brown”. Although the 
factory did not permit the decorators to sign their 
paintings there are several pieces in existence bearing 
the signature Hacucr fecit''*. It is possible that Haeuer 
signed pieces he painted at home or perhaps when 
he finished off a painting in the studio.

As Kaendler had done, the decorators also may 
have based their designs on Weigel’s copperplate 
prints. Different Weigel figures are often painted 
singly or among groups of miners2" and, in some 
cases, scenes were painted that combined elements 
firom several different prints21.

Along with Haeuer, another influential figure was 
the architect and decorator Carl Fehlingk, one of the 
organizers of the 1719 miners’ wedding parade. King 
Augustus ordered him to make copperplate prints of 
the uniforms of all ranks of miners and smelters who 
participated in it; he made a total of 51 different 
prints showing front and rear views of every figure22. 
Fehlingk went on to become the first master of the 
new art room at the manufactory in 1743, suggesting 
that his influence over the younger painters must

Figure 6. Part of a coffee- and tea-sendee painted with miners 
(about 1745)

of the type seen on cups, saucers and spoon-trays. 
The cup (fig. 5) is decorated with a complete mining 
scene, including pit- and mine-houses, a waste dump 
and some 20 miners.

Around 1740 there was a change in the depiction 
of mining scenes. Landscapes featuring mining views 
were replaced by more detailed studies of miners at 
work.

Small groups, mostly of two to four figures, are 
shown undertaking specific tasks. The decoration on 
a part coffee- and tea-sendee (fig. 6) shows many 
single scenes but no complete story. There are 
working miners on the coffee-pot and on the cup on 
the right; meanwhile, mine-officers giving instruc
tions or rebukes to miners or boys, are shown on the 
front of the tea-caddy and on the cup on the left. 
The scenes on the teapot and on the sugar bowl 
show mine officers in discussion or reporting to their 
superiors. Finally, on the milk-jug and bowl, visitors 
are welcomed or shown around the mine premises. 
Miners and officials wear their uniforms; the higher 
ranks with the AR monogram on their hats (in the 
case of the sugar-bowl and tea-caddy). In the case of 
the mine-foreman and other lower ranks this is 
replaced by the sign of the crossed hammer and 
chisel for the miners’ guild.

Sometimes, to show the value of the hoisted ore, 
golden spots were painted on pieces of higher 
quality, as on the tea-caddy in this case. These spots 
symbolize the richness of the Saxon mine; they do
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have been considerable.
Popular scenes were often repeated and in turn 

these pieces were frequently copied by other 
manufactories. There are, for example, several 
instances where the scene of two mine officers, a 
mine master and a tithe collector arc shown standing 
beside a table2'. There are writing instruments and 
papers on the table top and sometimes there arc bags 
filled with silver or coins. The bags indicate that the 
mines made a profit and if they are missing it is a 
sign that the mine was doing badly. The quality of 
the painting varies; some seem to have been done 
“at home”, although this was not allowed and if the 
decorator was found out he would be punished. 
Even Haeuer was given a warning on one occasion. 
Pieces of porcelain decorated “at home” may incor
porate mistakes, such as the saucer24 featuring an 
elderly mineworkcr looking at a wheelbarrow. He 
wears the hat of a mine officer, with the AR 
monogram but this is incorrect as it would not have 
been worn by ordinary miners. A mistake like this 
would normally have been corrected by the studio 
overseer if made in the factory, as is well 
documented.

This kind of decoration by painters working from 
home differs, however, from the famous Hausmaler 
painting. The only known paintings of miners by a 
real Hausmaler are those of Ferdinand Mayer, who 
lived in the Bohemian mine village of Pressnitz and 
is therefore known as Mayer-Pressnitz. He decorated 
a tea-service with scenes based on the prints of 
Weigel and dated it 174225.

Finally, we should mention the amusing scenes of 
animals dressed in miners’ uniforms, based on the 
famous monkey-orchestra. These are studio works 
and several examples of this type exist26.

Besides the services and part services, there are also 
presentation pieces which are of interest, among 
them vases, potpourri vases, tureens, tankards and 
other objects. The most beautiful is the vase 
decorated with Saturn (fig. 7j27, which is part of the 
famous Schneider collection in the Lustheim Palace 
near Munich. Saturn has been the god of lead-ore 
and mining since Babylonian times but because silver 
and lead are jointly found in most Saxon mines, he 
became a symbol of Saxon mining too. This partic
ular vase was made by Kaendler in about 1745 as 
part of a series of seven vases ordered for the 
Empress Elisabeth of Russia. Each of these vases 
represents one of the planets.

There are two illustrations on the Saturn vase, the 
upper one based on a Weigel print and showing a 
general inspector of mines and a miner waving the 
Saxon flag. The central image shows the same mine 
officer with his red stockings alongside other officers 
in a mining landscape. It is very finely painted and

Figure 7. The Vase with Saturn (modelled by J. Kacndler 1745)

shades of the aforementioned Hacucr-brown are 
visible, showing that Fehlingk probably acted as an 
advisor in the decoration of the piece.

Objcts de vertu, such as snuffboxes, were also 
decorated with mining scenes. Many were made as 
gifts for special occasions or in honour of a particular 
individual. The boxes especially were often given 
expensive fittings, subsequently replaced by the 
recipient and often with cheaper material. The larger 
boxes were decorated with the finest scenes2*, smaller 
objects being painted with copies of scenes usually 
seen on services. There are single scenes as well as 
combinations of several smaller scenes.

The peak period for this type of modelling and 
decoration came to an end at Meissen with 
Marcolini’s arrival. Only a few years earlier, in 1765, 
the world’s first mining academy had been founded 
at Freiberg. As a result, during the decades that 
followed, Meissen came under new influences from 
both its teachers and graduates and new techniques 
and new colours were discovered. Among these 
academics, Heinrich Gottlob Kuehn was the most 
important. In IS 14, aged 26, he was appointed head 
of the technical department at Meissen. His innova
tions included the new round kiln with three firing 
levels, changing the firing fuel from wood to coal
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Figure 8. Coalminer by P. Berger 1943 (left) and Calling Miner with lamp by H. Thein 1949 (?) (right)

smelting plants in the district under the Baron’s 
administration. All pieces are unique. In addition, 
there are some smaller services which were also 
painted for specific individuals. Some services in 
Empire or after-Napoleon style, were decorated with 
single miners in parade uniforms32. These, however, 
give us very little useful information.

In the 19th century only three artists attempted to 
produce figures of miners. The first was E.A. 
Lcuteritz who between about 1850 and 1860 created 
a figure of a dowser, wearing 17th century costume 
and standing on a high base'1 and a figure of a miner 
holding a flute”. Both were in traditional style. More 
interesting is the figure of a mine-overseer3' made by 
Hugo Spieler towards the end of the century, when 
he also produced a series of figures in national 
costume. Thirdly, there was Paul Helmig, who 
produced a figure of a general-inspector of mines in 
Kaendlcr-stylcv'; This figure may have been made to 
replace the missing figure in Kaendler’s large table 
centre that was reproduced in 1896.

In the first half of the 20th century, the miners 
theme featured on three occasions in Meissen 
production.

and installing the first steam-engine. As a qualified 
chemist he invented the new underglaze dark green, 
as used in the well-known wreath of vine leaves 
pattern, and subsequently the gold lustre that was to 
completely alter some painting techniques. Examples 
of plates decorated in this way with mining scenes 
from Freiberg were included in the 1999 
exhibition''.

In the 19th century the style of painting became 
more naturalistic, the finest example of this being the 
Herder-service30, named after Baron Herder, who 
became general-inspector and chief of all the Saxon 
mines and smelting plants in 1826. A short time later 
he ordered a service of at least 146 pieces, among 
which some of the tureens and sauceboats are 
painted with the arms of the Herder family flanked 
by a miner and smelter.

Even more interesting are the different sets of 
plates painted with a variety of scenes; the plate 
centres of the first set decorated with miners or 
smelters in their uniform or work clothing after new 
patterns by G.E. Rost31. Another set is painted with 
scenes of miners or smelters at their places of work 
and the third set shows mine-towns, pit-houses or
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Catalogue: R. Slotta, G. Lehmann, U. Pictsch: Ein fein 
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Cat.(notc 1) p. 18-23
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Kcramos 167/168, p. 65-67 no. DR 15
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Bad Neustadt 1999, fig.7,8,11
G. Lehmann: Bcrgmannsfiguren von Kandlcr, Kcramos
167/168, p.203-222
Col. Dresden Inv. no. PE 169
D. Fabian (s. note 10) fig. 22, 23
Cat. (note 1) p. 322. 323
Sotheby’s 21.4.1964, Christie’s 4.2.1980, 30.6.1980,
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Form no. D 17
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Manufakturisten, Munchcn 1990, p.134.135
Fabian (note 10) has described 9 pieces with Haeuer’s
signature (f.i. fig. 68. 71,72 etc) ; some more are known
by sales and dealers
Cat. (note 1) f.i. no. 157, 160, 223. 396 
Cat. (note 1) no. 226
M. Bachmann, H. Marx, E. Wachden Der silbeme 
Boden, Leipzig 1990, no. 330, 331 
Pictures a) without bags on the desk see cat. (note 1) 

no. 5, 21
b) with bags on the desk sec cat, (note 1) 
no. 25, p.338 

Cat. (note 1) no. 31 
Cat. (note 1) no. 35 - 45 
Cat. (note 1) no. 159 
Cat. (note 1) no. 386 
Cat. (note 1) f.i. see p. 339 and no. 39S 
Cat. (note 1) no. 184, 185 
R. Slotta: D;is Herder-Service, Bochum 1981 
G.E. Rost: Trachten der Berg- und Huettenleute ini 
Koenigreich Sachsen, Freiberg 1831, Reprint 
Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia Liincn 1954 
Weichmann (Wiesbaden), sale 1./2.6.1984 lot 419 
Cat. (note 1) no. 342, form no. C 157 
Cat. (note 1) no. 343, form no. B 197 
Cat. (note 1) no. 344, form no. Q 190i 
Cat. (note 1) no. 346, form no. P 188 
Cat. (note l) no. 367, form no. F 211 
Cat. (note 1) no. 352, form no. R 225. called 
"Coalminer”, this figure exists in red Boettger-stoneware 
also.
Form no. R 237, this figure exists in red Boettger- 
stoneware also.
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12.Figure 9. Plate decorated with a shaft-sinking installation in the 
blue Copenhaguc-stylc by W. Baring (1930s) 13.
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In 1916, Theodor Eichler made a group of three 
figures in memory of Julius Fischer, the late 
President of the Mining Academy at Clausthal.

The central figure is Fischer himself, painted in 
some detail and wearing the orders he was awarded, 
with a graduate on the right and on the left a 
student37, the three representing a bringing together 
of science, learning and practice. Then, during and 
just after the Second World War, P. Berger'* and 
H. Thein39 (fig. 8) made the other two figures, 15 
inches (38.5 cm) and 25 inches (63 cm) high and 
symbolic of the propaganda of the times.

A new style of painting evolved following the 
manner of Copenhague. Around 1900, Danish Blue 
painting was introduced at Meissen and soon used by 
the artist William Baring, who always signed his 
work. One interesting example is a plate decorated 
with a modem shaft-sinking installation (fig. 9). 
Baring also painted opencast pits, drilling places, 
smelting plants and cookeries. He was dismissed by 
the Russians in 1945. Since then mining subjects 
have largely fallen by the wayside. From time to 
time Meissen has produced small plaques and badges 
for those taking part in mining congresses or similar 
events, but, by and large those Meissen mining wares 
produced today arc in 18th century style.

Since the closure of die mines in the Saxon 
mountains, the impetus to find new and exciting 
ways of depicting mining subjects in porcelain has 
been lost. Instead, we must look to the successes of 
the past and preserve and enjoy them.
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